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Dear Hon. Committee Members, 

Inquiry into Local Government 

 

As an officer for more than forty years, my submission clearly reflects my experience within local 
government. 

From Main Roads origins and a technical background I spent most of my first 15 years of local 
government in the field, as an interface between senior management and operations. As required I also 
acted in the roles of senior manager or supervisor and regularly consulted with finance officers. 

It provided an uncommon but invaluable insight and I was well prepared when appointed to manage the 
delivery of, what was at the time, the State's largest rural local government roadworks programme. 

Between 1993 and 19961 superintended subdivision development at a local government with the highest 
growth rate in Australia and where more than 30 subdivisions were often active simultaneously. 

I learned that the standards that I could require from the previous local government's workforce, would 
not necessarily be delivered by private enterprise. 

Agreed drawings and specifications and superintendence by consultants provided no certainty. When I 
signed off, that became the approved standard. It was my responsibility to ensure that the agreed 
standards were delivered. 

Ironically, while representing the interests of the local government I was simultaneously ensuring that the 
subdivision delivered was as contracted and paid by the developer. 

For the contractors and the consultant superintendent it was simply a matter of profit. 

As a local QO\Jl.3mmcmt offic«, the pocition woo. ohalle09in9 but edifying however it was the role for which 
I was employed and just business. 

The analogy simply highlights a basic difference between the public and private sectors. Is it not true that: 

a) Local government is ratepayer and taxpayer funded with a duty to maximise benefit to the 
community while sustaining specific services with limited funds over a fixed period? 

bl The private sector seeks opportunities to profit? 



c) Given an opportunity to provide services that are excessive; why wouldn't the private sector do 
so? 

d) Statutory compliance, the financial welfare and the efficiency of a local government are not a 
private sector responsibility; that duty rests with the State and local governments? 

e) WALGA is a powerful Independent, private entity, which has formidable corporate partners, 
associates, sponsors and preferred suppliers. Is it not likely that those private entities with a 
vested interest will understand the benefits of the status quo? 

The contrast between the first 25 years of my career and the next 18 years was profound. Practices and 
conduct that I encountered were unthinkable in the ethos to which I was accustomed, where the 
acceptance of responsibility was expected and self-interest was inseparable from community benefit. 

From 1996 I increasingly observed that self-interest, exploitation and those who avoided responsibility 
prospered. 

With hindsight I believe the Public Sector Management Act 1994 was a watershed and that subsequently: 

a) The expenditure of public revenue became subject to the private sector 
b) Legislative anomalies and once random mismanagement have been protected, normalised and 

exploited. 
c) Self-interest prevails at the expense of communities. 
d) Small regional communities are faced with an increasing reliance on volunteers to maintain basic 

services and are particularly vulnerable. 

I believe that the statutory disconnection between the authority and the responsibilities of a chief 
executive officer is serious, that it has been exploited and that the misuse of that power is common. 

I question in particular, but not only, the enabling conduct of Local Government Insurance Services and 
Local Government Managers (Professionals) Australia? 

I would embrace the opportunity to forward any supporting information that I have which may assist or to 
appear before the Select Committee if requested and await your advice. 

Yours sincerely, 

Graham Edwards 

10 September 2019 



 
 

SUBMISSION TO THE SELECT COMMITTEE INTO LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
 
Graham Edwards 
 

ROLE CONFUSION? POWER EXEMPT FROM RESPONSIBILITY? A CULTURE OF BLAME EXPLOITED? 
WHERE DOES THE POWER REST? ARE LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN CONTROL? 

 
Introduction 
 
It is common knowledge that for decades the rapport between the State and Local Governments has 
been fraught and the topics of reform and amalgamation contentious.  Has that division been exploited? 
 
As an officer who performed various roles at six (6) municipalities between 1971 and 2014 my experience 
was local government functioning at its very best between 1980 and 1995 and at its most affected, 
disorderly and arduous from 2003 to 2014. Practices I observed were previously unthinkable.  
 
Perhaps amalgamation, further regulation, added bureaucracy, pretence and the training of subordinates 
is a panacea for management and administration deficiencies known for decades; but I don’t believe so? 
 
Local government is undeniably challenging however within my experience: 

 
a) Local governments are very capable of functioning as efficient, productive and sustainable 

businesses that deliver basic local community services within financial constraints, while 
satisfying statutory obligations. Compliance generally enhances rather than hinders productivity. 

 
b) Communities will commonly accept good, transparent local government; albeit inevitable that 

some residents will be displeased with particular decisions of the Council.  
 

c) Local government can impartially evaluate competing local interests and maximise service 
delivery from limited funds fairly and equitably while ensuring that innate personal and factional 
interests are inseparable from community benefit.  
 
Excellent management and full transparency are critical. This demands sincere respect for 
assigned roles; from junior staff to Councillors, the Council, the community and the Minister.  An 
“outward looking” ethos is indicated. 
 

d) It is essential to quality governance that Councillors are comprehensively and truthfully informed 
and professionally guided through statutory compliance to be equipped for continuous, two-way 
communication with the community and adept, inclusive, robust and decisive formal debate. 
 
The Chief Executive Officer is critical. 
 

It was 1996, before my first encounter with a repressive CEO and I began to observe the adverse impact 
of that officer on the quality of local government.  
 
I was to find that the organised, accountable ethos with which I was familiar and had thought to be the 
industry standard, was the exception. Assigned roles and responsibilities were not respected. 
 
Adages to which I was accustomed that “With authority goes responsibility. The greater the authority the 
greater the responsibility. That’s accountable” and “You can only work for one boss” did not apply. 



I recognise with hindsight that repressive CEOs have been authorised by interpretation of both the Local 
Government Act 1960 and the Local Government Act 1995, but other legislation is widely flouted.  
 
Such officers misuse power and patronise the most influential councillors, employees and residents. 
 
Is it not the duty of a CEO to superintend compliance with all legislation? Are repressive CEOs competent, 
professional, principled and beyond censure?   
 
Please consider that: 

 
a) By interpretation, legislative anomalies have afforded CEOs power exempt from responsibility? 

Repressive management and administration deficiencies known for decades have been 
preserved, propagated, normalised and exploited. Responsibility has been outsourced?  
 

b) While professed values abound, in practice statutory compliance has been discretionary. 
Responsibility has been deflected to those more vulnerable and powerful officers excused and 
protected while formidable corporate entities with a vested interest in maintaining the status quo, 
provide pseudo solutions and applied expertise is lost to local government?  
 
Repression, cronyism, malice and prejudice thrive. It is insidious. 
 
The methods are sophisticated the ethics amoral.  
 

c) Every local government is susceptible but the threat becomes most apparent in small regional 
communities.  
 
Might these be “cradles of bad practice for an industry that has lost its way”? Yes. 
 
Would their amalgamation resolve the problems of the local government industry? No. 
Good or bad they might be cradles, but look to the parents.  
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TERM OF REFERENCE 2(A): 
 
WHETHER THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 1995 AND RELATED LEGISLATION IS GENERALLY 
SUITABLE IN SCOPE CONSTRUCTION AND APPLICATION? 
 
Many statutes apply to local government but perhaps the Public Sector Management Act 1994 and the 
Local Government Act 1995 are central?   
 
I propose that regulation should not be so prescriptive that it becomes contradictory, excessively 
bureaucratic and imposes inefficiency to the extent that it overrules the autonomy of a local government 
to determine and effectively provide the appropriate services for a particular community, within the 
broader statutory parameters enacted by the State.  
 
Is the Local Government Act 1995 and associated legislation contradictory? Has local government been 
over regulated? Has autonomy been compromised?   Has over regulation been commercially exploited?     
Has repression and bureaucracy prevailed at the expense of local services? I believe so.  
 
Whether the Local Government Act 1995 and related legislation is generally suitable in scope, 
construction and application depends upon whether the purpose is to serve community interest or self-
interest? I believe that the intent is to serve communities but that self-interest is being accommodated. 
 
I don’t believe that the Local Government Act 1995 and related legislation compels malpractice but by 
interpretation and application it: 
 

a) Allows a CEO to be either “outward looking” and progressive or “inward looking” and repressive? 
b) Allows the balance of power to rest with a CEO instead of a local government? 
c) Accommodates those who covet power but shun responsibility and who are being supported by 

formidable corporate entities with a vested interest?   
 
Section 1.3(2) of the Local Government Act 1995 implies that when enacted, the State had recognised a 
concern and had an intent. Quality management, administration and transparency is an essential 
prerequisite to attaining the admirable objective of greater self-determination by communities.  
 
Section 1.3(2) 
 
This Act is intended to result in: 

a) Better decision-making by local governments; and 
b) Greater community participation in the decisions and affairs of local governments; and 
c) Greater accountability of local governments to their communities; and 
d) More efficient and effective local government. 

 
This is being simulated and exploited for self-interest but not to the benefit of community services.  
 
Public Sector Management Act 1994 
 
By comparison with the Local Government Act 1995, the Public Sector Management Act 1994 is precise 
about the functions and responsibilities of a chief executive officer and chief employees who are: 
 

a) To provide leadership, strategic direction and a focus on results for that department or 
organisation; and 



b) To ensure the proper organisation of that department or organisation including the devising of 
organisational structures and arrangements; and 

c) To ensure the appropriate division of responsibilities between, and the assignment of functions 
to, the employees employed in that department or organisation. 

 
Pursuant to the Public Sector Management Act 1994 however, local governments are no longer public 
sector entities subject to compliance with either the Act or the Public Sector Commission Code of Ethics. 
 
Local Government Act 1960 
 
Part 1 Section 6 
 
In this Act, unless the context requires otherwise: 
 
"officer" means a person appointed for a municipality by its council to a non-elective office including those 
of clerk, treasurer, engineer, building surveyor, librarian, collector, poundkeeper, inspector, ranger, health 
inspector, vermin inspector, noxious weeds inspector, traffic inspector, foreman and such other offices 
as are necessary to the proper carrying out of the local government of the municipality and the powers 
conferred and duties imposed upon the municipality and the council by this Act 
 
Part 2 Section 9 (5) 
 

a) The executive body of a municipality is the council. 
b) The chief elective executive office of a council is the mayor or the president. 
c) The chief non-elective office of a council is the town or shire clerk. 

 
Part 6 Section 157 (2) 
 
From time to time, as occasion requires, a council having regard to section 160:   

a) Shall appoint a person to the office of clerk of the council. 
b) May appoint persons to other offices, appointments to which, are in the opinion of the council 

necessary to the proper carrying out of the local government of the municipality; 
c) May appoint the same person to more than one office; and 
d) May join with the council of another or other municipalities in appointing a person to an office 

other than that of clerk. 
 
Unlike the Public Sector Management Act 1994, responsibility for organisational structure rested with the 
council and not the clerk (CEO); but how was the council to be informed unless by the clerk?  
 
 The Local Government Act 1960 also authorised, but did not compel: 

a) That positions might be shared between municipalities, excepting for the clerk (CEO). 
b) That the clerk, might occupy multiple roles within a single municipality.  

 
Did the Local Government Act 1960: 

a) Indicate that a clerk (CEO) might be under employed; or  
b) Did it recognise that local government is diverse and complex and that a clerk’s priority must be 

to ensure statutory compliance and guide the council and that the role must not be overloaded? 
c)  Did it intend that a clerk occupies multiple roles and becomes operational?  

 
 



Local Government Act 1995.   
 
Section 2.5 Local governments created as bodies corporate. 
Section 2.6. Local governments to be run by elected councils 
 
Section 5.36.  Local government employees 
A local government is to employ: 

a) A person to be the CEO of the local government; and 
b) Such other persons as the council believes are necessary to enable the functions of the local 

government and the functions of the council to be performed. 
 
A person is not to be employed by a local government in any other position unless the CEO: 

a) Believes that the person is suitably qualified for the position; and 
b) Is satisfied with the proposed arrangements relating to the person’s employment. 

 
Section 5.41. Functions of CEO (in part) 
The CEO’s functions are to: 

a) Manage the day to day operations of the local government; and 
b) Be responsible for the employment, management supervision, direction and dismissal of other 

employees. 

Section 5.44(1) CEO may delegate powers and duties to other employees 

A CEO may delegate to any employee of the local government the exercise of any of the CEO’s powers 
or the discharge of any of the CEO’s duties under this Act other than this power of delegation. 
 
The Act removed all references to other professions and increased the power of CEOs. 
 
Is it not incongruous that s5.36 requires that: 

a) A local government and not the council is responsible for employing a CEO; yet 
b) The council is responsible for such other positions as it believes are necessary; yet 
c) The CEO is empowered to determine all other offices?  

 
Is it not illogical that s5.41 authorises a CEO to both: 

a) Manage day to day operations; and also 
b) Be responsible for management supervision? 

 
Unlike a public sector CEO, a local government CEO does not have a statutory duty: 
 

a) To provide leadership, strategic direction and a focus on results for that department or 
organisation; and 

b) To ensure the proper organisation of that department or organisation including the devising of 
organisational structures and arrangements; and 

c) To ensure the appropriate division of responsibilities between, and the assignment of functions 
to, the employees employed in that department or organisation 

 
What of a CEO who, prefers day to day operations and who is authorised by s5.44 to delegate to any 
employee any of the CEO’s powers or duties, excepting the power of delegation? Can a CEO impartially 
perform those functions while occupying a subordinate role? 
 



How does an officer (eg PSM Act 1994 chief employee) who has been made responsible for other 
employees, by a CEO pursuant to s5.44 organise those employees with a CEO whose preference is to 
manage day to day operations? By default the other officer is answerable for the CEO. 
 
Why did the Local Government Act 1995 fail to address but instead endorsed, obscured and enhanced: 

a) Known anomalies in the Local Government Act 1960 that authorised role confusion? 
b) Increased the authority and the disconnection between the power and responsibilities of a CEO?  

 
Still an occupant might for example, be appointed from a background as an Environmental Health Officer 
or a Manager of Customer Services and covet the role of CEO but is not required to provide leadership 
and strategic direction and can prefer the duties of an Engineer, a Works Supervisor, a Project Manager 
or a Planner?  
 
How has this persisted across decades and generations? Why is it that local government has not moved 
on from the days of the Shire Clerk / Supervisor? 
 
Is it because the power actually rests with officers and not local governments? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TERM OF REFERENCE 2(B) 
 
THE SCOPE OF ACTIVITIES OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. 
 
Section 1.3(2) of the Local Government Act 1995 makes clear the intention of providing communities with 
a degree of self-determination, within statutory parameters enacted by the State. 
 
Is it not the duty of a Council to accept and function within those parameters and to inform the State about 
community concerns that are beyond the jurisdiction of the local government, which then become a matter 
for State consideration?  
 
A local community might straddle municipal boundaries and engage adjoining local governments about 
a specific common interest and a differential rate may be considered. Is that not different however to local 
governments collaborating to lobby the State and exert an influence beyond local government or to seek 
additional funding, which might accommodate inefficiency or excessive service levels? 
 
However was it not the State that enabled a powerful, sophisticated, corporate bureaucracy (WALGA) 
with a vested interest and an amplified opportunity to lobby and influence activities beyond the realm of 
local government?  
 
The WALGA constitution states that “The objects of the Association shall be: 
 

a) To provide a united voice for Local Government in Western Australia; 
b) To promote the credibility and profile of Local Government; 
c) To speak on behalf of Local Government in Western Australia; 
d) To represent the views of the Association to the State and Federal Governments on financial, 

legislative, administration and policy matters; 
e) To provide services to Local Government in Western Australia; 
f) To promote Local Government issues of importance by involvement with national bodies; 
g) To do all and any such other things as in the opinion of the State Council may conveniently be 

carried on by the Association or which promote or assist or are incidental or conducive to the 
attainment of these objects or any of them, or anything considered beneficial to the members of 
the Association; and 

h) To use the property and income of the Association solely for the promotion of the objects or 
purposes of the Association. No part of the property or income of the Association may be paid or 
otherwise distributed, directly or indirectly, to members of the Association, except in good faith 
in the promotion of those objects or purpose”. 

 
Does WALGA reveal a priority to deliver improved local government for communities, or just the intent to 
be powerful and influential?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
TERM OF REFERENCE 2(C): 
 
THE ROLE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF STATE ADMINISTERING THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 
1995 AND RELATED LEGISLATION? 
 
Is it not the case that: 

a) Each level of government has a progressive duty of leadership and impartial enforcement?  
b) Common compliance requires routine enforcement where those who fail are held accountable? 
c) Calls for additional funds and further regulation may reflect a government’s prolonged failure? 
d) Without enforcement the elements of corruption might become the standards for success?  

 
Has the State: 

a) Been preoccupied with demonstrating that local government is unsustainable to induce 
amalgamations at the expense of excellence and local government’s success?  

b) Facilitated deficiencies that were known but not systemic, becoming normalised? 
c) Enabled “blame” instead of “accountability”?  
d) Provided impartial regulatory superintendence of local government and its officers, in particular? 

 
Department of Local Government Inquiry  
 
Consider that the Minister for Local Government informed a community that: 

a) Your Shire Council has been the subject of intense scrutiny. 
b) A number of deficiencies were identified in administrative and management procedures. 
c) There are no matters of criminality which warrant further investigation. 
d) Municipal Inspectors provided advice on matters where improvements can still be achieved, but 

none of these are critical. 
 
Among the numerous deficiencies identified were that: 

a) Councillors were heavily involved in day to day operations. 
b) The Clerk (CEO) had failed the responsibilities of that position and to ensure compliance with 

the Local Government Act, the Local Government Accounting Directions and Council Policy. 
c) There was a failure to meet the obligations of an employer pursuant to Occupational Health and 

Safety, Equal Opportunity and Anti-Discrimination legislation.   
 
Is it reasonable that subsequent to any inquiry: 

a) The service of an employee who had acted reluctantly and under pressure, is ended by the exact 
methods that were deemed deficient by Municipal Inspectors?  

b) A Municipal Inspector reasons that if an employee’s departure had not been secured, the Council 
would find it more difficult to overcome its problems? 

c) A repetitive pattern that is evident a decade before the inquiry, continues unabated?  
d) Successive CEOs are excused without censure and their careers intact while the future job 

prospects and family relationships of other employees may be irrevocably damaged?  
 
Was sanction by the Minister an indication to powerful officers that statutory compliance is discretionary?  
Can one Minister deem that statutory compliance within the jurisdiction of another Minister is not critical? 
Is the avoidance of criminality the base for an acceptable standards in local government?  
 



What is the value of any Policy, Guideline or Code of Conduct if statutory compliance is not critical? What 
of respect for Parliament?  The applied skills lost to a local government and the industry generally? The 
welfare of employees, the social and economic cost to families and communities? 
 
Council Advice Programme (CAP) 
 
Consider that the Department of Local Government conducted a Council Advice Programme (CAP), at 
the request of a recently appointed CEO whose predecessor had inducted Councillors with the advice 
that “I like to include Councillors in decision making by the President and me”. 
 
The CAP identified: 

a) That the organisation was “inward” instead of “outward” looking and had a “culture of blame”. 
b) Mistrust between the President, CEO, Councillors and staff. 
c) That the CEO must determine and report the organisational structure. 
d) That officers occupying multi professional roles didn’t work. 
e) That the President and Councillors must leave day to day management to the CEO. 
f) The absolute necessity for a “modern” works costing system. 

 
It was curious that the CAP having identified the causes of the dysfunction then: 

a) Ignored the development of essential management and administration systems; and 
b) Failed to reprove the former CEO who distorted the role of President and Councillors; yet 
c) Promoted outside facilitators for team building and strategic planning exercises. 

 
Unable to reconcile with the recommendations, which due to my background I perceived as contradictory 
and “inward looking”, I queried the Director of Local Government Services and was informed that: 

a)  Financial pressure will force amalgamations and resolve industry concerns about CEO’s. 
b)  Strategic planning and asset management would remedy fundamental mismanagement. 

 
Could it be that the State Government, the Minister or Departmental officers were aware that incongruities 
about the role of CEO’s had not been addressed by the Local Government Act 1995? Why was the issue 
of CEOs avoided? Was it patronage? 
 
Over a decade later I queried a consultant delivering an “Asset Management Masterclass” on behalf of 
the Department of Local Government in association with Local Government Managers Australia (LGMA) 
and was advised that “teaching asset management has replaced best practice management”.    
 
After that I raised the topic with the Chief Executive Officer of LGMA (WA), being the former Director of 
Local Government Services, who conceded that the strategy to achieve amalgamations through 
integrated asset management and address a concern with CEOs, had failed.  
 
Had the State Government enforced best practice management and statutory compliance at a local level, 
perhaps local government amalgamations would have occurred voluntarily in the interest of communities? 
 
Western Australian Local Government Association (WALGA) 
 
In 2001, several local government associations were consolidated under the aegis of WALGA, with 
Local Government Managers Australia as an associate member represented on the State Council.    
 
 
 



Pursuant to the Local Government Act 1995: 
a) WALGA has the objects and functions set out in its constitution. 
b) WALGA is not to change the objects for which it is constituted without the approval of the Minister  

 
Those objects include:  

a) To promote the credibility and profile of Local Government; 
b) To represent the views of the Association to the State and Federal Governments on financial, 

legislative, administration and policy matters. 
 
While claiming to promote the credibility and profile of local government, does WALGA actually improve: 

a) Better decision-making by local governments; and 
b) Greater community participation in the decisions and affairs of local governments; and 
c) Greater accountability of local governments to their communities; and 
d) More efficient and effective local government? 

 
What are the views represented by WALGA on financial, legislative, administration and policy matters?  
 
Can WALGA explain why legislative anomalies and management and administration deficiencies known 
for decades have persisted, become normalised and embedded by legislation?  
 
Does WALGA actually serve the interests of local communities? WALGAs objects don’t indicate that it is 
a priority. Does WALGA instead serve vested interests at the expense of communities?  
 
WALGA is after all an independent corporate entity funded by membership subscriptions, business and 
grants with the vision of being powerful and influential as the peak organisation that represents, lobbies 
and negotiates on behalf of local governments in Western Australia.  
 
WALGA has formidable corporate partners, sponsors and associates, including Local Government 
Insurance Services (LGIS) and Local Government Managers (now Professionals) Australia. 
 
Why would business fund WALGA without a commercial benefit? How is the benefit to communities 
measured and demonstrated?   
 
Does WALGA have a duty to draw attention, address or hold a Council or a CEO answerable? What of 
WALGA’s founding corporate partner LGIS, being simultaneously a corporate partner of LGMA (LGPA) 
which is also an associate member of WALGA that with the Australian Services Union (ASU) protect their 
respective memberships and oppose local government reform?  
 
Is it rational to expect that any corporate entity with a vested interest, would accept responsibility that 
rests with a government; to self-regulate, judge and purge its membership?  
 
Has the State outsourced its responsibilities to WALGA; but where does the authority rest? Officers of 
the State are not local government officers? The relationship between the State and WALGA is statutory 
but not contractual.  
 
Has the State been unduly paternalistic? How else to explain the persisting incongruities in the Local 
Government Act that enable the exercising of power exempt from responsibility; or indeed the outcome 
of the Department of Local Government’s Inquiry and the Council Advice Program (CAP)? 
 
 



If the State obliges a direction that is counterproductive to the efficiency, effectiveness and statutory 
compliance of local government, is the State not culpable? What about WALGA? 
 
Councillors generally lack the knowledge to recruit and appraise a CEO. Is facilitation by consultants with 
a vested interest, who might be corporate partners, sponsors or preferred suppliers of WALGA or 
members of Local Government Managers (Professionals) Australia, not dubious?  
 
Might the State consider appointing appraising and holding local government CEOs to account, as agents 
of the Minister with a duty to ensure statutory compliance and quality local government for the benefit of 
communities?  
 
Has the State repressed the autonomy, maturity and accountability of local government generally?  Did 
the State prefer to penalise and drag good local governments down in pursuit of amalgamations rather 
than aspire to raising the standard of lesser performances?  
 
Did the State abandon statutory compliance and best practice management in favour of “asset 
management” to demonstrate that local government was financially unsustainable and force 
amalgamations, then legislate for a powerful, influential and independent non-government bureaucracy 
to demonstrate a revenue shortfall and lobby for more funds?   
 
Is that not a paradox?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TERM OF REFERENCE 2(D): 
 
THE ROLE OF ELECTED MEMBERS AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICERS / EMPLOYEES AND 
WHETHER THESE ARE CLEARLY DEFINED, DELINEATED, UNDERSTOOD AND ACCEPTED? 
 
Role confusion prevails in local government. 
 
Committee attention is drawn to the use of “elected members” and “elected group”. These terms have 
been applied to note furtive meetings. The Local Government Act 1995 cites Councillor and Council. 
 
Organisational order is not documentation, but the applied assigning of functions and responsibilities. 
 
Amending the Local Government Act 1995 to clearly distinguish the powers, the functions and the 
responsibilities of a Chief Executive Officer and the Council is a prerequisite to defining every other role.  
 
Councillors and Other Employees 
 
My experience is that typically Councillors are honourable citizens committed to their communities, whose 
role deserves to be respected and valued. The role is defined by the Local Government Act 1995.  
 
It is important to be widely known that although influential for good reason Councillors have no individual 
authority. Being comprehensively informed is however critical to a Councillor’s statutory duty. I perceive 
however that since the Local Government Act 1995, information was increasingly unavailable.   
 
Why would corporate information be withheld from Councillors? Why would a Councillor not be able to 
speak with and make a request to an employee, like any other resident? Does a Councillor have lesser 
rights than other residents? 
 
It is vital however that all staff understand their functions, authority and responsibilities and know whether 
a request by a Councillor, like any other resident, is within that authority or must be referred elsewhere; 
which demands a clear and implemented organisational structure. The Local Government Act 1995 
confuses that responsibility. Is it the Council or the CEO that is responsible?  
 
In the absence of clearly assigned and implemented roles, confusion prevails. 

a) How can either a Councillor or an employee be certain?  
b) Is a Councillor therefore compelled to speak only with the CEO?  
c) Does the CEO therefore, deal with potholes? 
d) Does the CEO have the power to decide with whom a Councillor speaks?  
e) Is the CEO ensuring that all Councillors are informed comprehensively, equally and impartially?  
f) A CEO can authorise employees but cannot authorise that a Councillor issues instructions?  

 
Most importantly, staff must not bypass correct procedure, to raise a workplace grievance, disparage 
another employee or exercise an influence beyond the authority of that position, directly with a Councillor.  
 
It is a basis for covert bullying and “mobbing” and a duty of the CEO or an officer as delegated by the 
CEO and not a Councillor, to hold that conduct to account.  A clear avenue must be available however, 
to raise a grievance concerning a CEO, which I don’t believe is currently the case 
 
Is investing in quality governance a priority?  
Please refer to the Funding and Financial Management of Local Governments. 



Chief Executive Officer  
 
Is the primary duty of a CEO to ensure organisational order and guide the Council through 
statutory compliance and good governance? Is a local government CEO an agent of the Minister?  
 
As previously, the Public Sector Management Act 1994 is precise about the functions and duties of a 
chief executive officer and chief employees. By comparison the Local Government Act 1995 is discordant. 
 
The Local Government Act 1995 authorises, but does not compel that the CEO, as the most powerful 
individual in a local government, might be  
 
“Outward looking” CEO 
 
Occupies the single role of CEO. Organisational order, transparent, accountable, progressive. 
 
Undoubtedly constant diligence and the Local Government Act 1960 both applied but prior to 1996 I was 
accustomed to Clerks (CEOs) who refused to be operational and enforced that role as bringing order, 
respect, expertise, accountability and statutory compliance to local government. The methods generally: 
  

a) Generated an “outward looking” ethos which aligned self-interest with community benefit. 
 

b) Demanded the acceptance of responsibilities and functioning within the authority of the assigned position. 
The respect for roles promoted general cohesion, stability and morale and extended throughout from 
junior employees to Councillors, Council and the Minister. 

  
c) Invested in governance as a priority. Councillors were to be thoroughly informed for inclusive, cognisant, 

formal debate and continuous two way engagement with the community. The transparency was repaid in 
surplus by decisive governance and operational efficiency. 
 

d) Advanced practical opportunities for the skill development (not necessarily promotion) of all staff, some 
of whom used the skills acquired to start their own business or pursue careers elsewhere.   
 

An emphasis on partnering with private enterprise was determined by the Council from reliable financial and 
productivity information. The mutually dependent combination resulted in an efficient and productive business 
with a stable, well skilled, workforce of sound initiative and morale operating within financial constraints. 

 
The leadership and strategic direction provided by those clerks meant that community, financial, asset 
management, organisational structure planning etc were routine and intrinsic.  

 
Perhaps ironically, those methods were consistent with the functions and responsibilities of a chief 
executive officer and chief employees described by the Public Sector Management Act 1994 and the 
objectives now described within section 1.3 of the Local Government Act 1995.   
 
With hindsight, albeit employed by the local government perhaps those Clerks functioned as agents of the Minister.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



“Inward looking” CEO 
 
Occupies multiple roles within a municipality at random. Divisive, repressive, organisational role 
confusion, misuses power, cronyism, unaccountable. 
 
Characteristically: 
 

a) Covets the position of CEO but not the responsibilities. Prefers operational duties. An Engineer, 
Works Supervisor, Project Manager Planner? Can a CEO impartially perform those functions 
from a subordinate role? 
 

b) Draws Councillors inwards, disempowers, represses staff and Councillor development, quells 
initiative, creates overall inefficiency and a lack of accountability Misuses power, claims undue 
credit while exploiting others who are held responsible? 
 

c) Promotes an amplified risk of poor workplace morale, feuding, bullying and cronyism? 
 

d) Fails to ensure that Councillors adequately understand their role and are comprehensively and 
equally prepared for formal debate and community interaction? Informal discussion by “elected 
members”? 
 

e) Misuses power and patronises the most influential councillors, employees and residents? 
 

Why does that persist? 
 

a) Fundamental functions and responsibilities of a public sector CEO pursuant to the Public Sector 
Management Act 1994, are not required of a local government CEO?  
 

b) A statutory disconnection of power, functions and responsibilities is protected and exploited?  
 

c) As a founding partner of WALGA, Local Government Insurance Services (LGIS) participates, 
pursuant to s5.49 of the Local Government Act 1995, “for the benefit of itself and against liability 
to pay compensation”? Does that exempt compliance with OHS and other legislation?  
 

d) As a local government insurer, LGIS is simultaneously a corporate partner of Local Government 
Managers (Professionals) Australia? 
 

e) Before informing the council when it “believes that the situation is becoming critical” concerning 
a claim involving a CEO, LGIS requires “the approval of the CEO”? 
 

f) While CEO functions may be outsourced to consultants, there is no power of enforcement?  
 
LGIS and others profit from pseudo solutions that enable the ongoing misuse of power and 
further repression?  

 
g) WALGA officers are members of Local Government Managers (Professionals) Australia, which 

is an associate member of WALGA. 
 

h) Membership of Local Government Managers (Professionals) Australia at the expense of a local 
government, may be imposed as an annual performance review criteria?  



 
i) WALGA contracts for subordinate positions include a clause that the frustration of a contract (by 

a CEO) provides reason to terminate that contract? 
 

j) A WALGA preferred supplier advises “We look at any systemic issues. The CEO could engage 
(preferred supplier) as an independent agency to review / investigate”? Is that independent? 

 
Where is the unbiased knowledge, the duty and the authority to hold such to account? 
 
Is it the local government? The community of a local government? The council of a local government? 
The Department of Local Government? The Minister? WorkSafe? The Public Sector Commission? 
WALGA or its corporate partner LGIS perhaps? Local Government Managers (now Professionals) 
Australi? A consultant with a vested interest who is a preferred supplier of WALGA and a member of 
Local Government Managers (Professionals) Australia? What of the Australian Services Union (ASU)?  
 
Indeed to what extent have Local Government Managers (Professionals) Australia and the ASU 
collaborated to oppose local government reform and maintain the status quo? 
 
Every local government is susceptible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TERM OF REFERENCE 2(E):  
 
THE FUNDING AND FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENTS? 
 
Section 3.18(3)(c)  
 
A Local Government is to satisfy itself that services and facilities that it provides are managed efficiently 
and effectively.  
 
Many local governments do an outstanding job to deliver basic services with limited funds. The analogy 
is a distortion, but typically the allocation to maintain a kilometre of rural road for a year will fund an 
employee with a 4 tonne truck and a shovel for approximately 2 days. They cannot afford inefficiency if 
services are to be maintained.  
 
How does a local government comply with s3.18(3)(c) unless it has quality financial and productivity 
records and transparency? 
 
“Outward looking”- The Council is in control.  
 
Maximum Service Delivery within Revenue Constraints. 
 
For more than 20 years my career progressed in what the Department has described as an “outward 
looking” culture. I still recall the mentoring that in local government “You can’t be all things to all people”. 
 
Sound financial management was inclusive of governance, strategic planning, asset management and 
organisational structure which are vital to productivity.  
 
The local government invested in governance as a priority. Councillors were very well informed. Formally, 
this was primarily through three standing committees; being Finance, Works and Health, Planning, 
Building. Every Councillor sat on at least one committee. By rotation they became very adept at their role.  
 
My position reported to the Works Committee and I worked very closely with finance officers.  
 
Job Ledger, Activity Based Financial Records 
 
The job ledger was the operations platform for accurate, activity based financial records.  Finance officers 
determined various charge out rates and were the custodians who monitored and drew attention to 
anomalies; but didn’t take it upon themselves to alter data provided for entry. Responsibility for the 
veracity of job ledger records rested with the officer expending funds for assigned functions.  
Poor input data was soon apparent. 
 
Diligence and co-operation between officers was essential but once established, the methods are simple 
and the range and reliability of factual expenditure information acquired is invaluable to management.  
 
The investment in quality financial records for informed governance was more than recompensed. Aims 
such as strategic, community, corporate, workforce and asset management were inherent.  
 
The purpose was that management demonstrated statutory compliance, ensured high levels of 
productivity and reliably informed the Council about the level of service that could be delivered within 
financial capacity.  



It was not the realm of management to demand more funds. 
 
The Council was respected, in control and empowered to reliably assess: 
 

a) Not only where, but specifically how funds were spent. 
b) The efficiency of the workforce and its structure. 
c) Whether it was satisfied with the levels of service provided. 
d) Whether it was satisfied with the distribution of available funds. 
e) The warrant for a rate increase and whether that increase is for a specific purpose. 
f) And accept or vary officer recommendations. 

 
An emphasis on partnering with private enterprise was determined by the Council from that reliable financial and 
productivity information. The mutually dependent combination resulted in an efficient and productive business, 
with a stable, well skilled, workforce of sound initiative and morale operating within financial constraints 
and with reduced overheads. 
 
The Committee Method 
 

a) The Finance Committee was responsible for superintending financial soundness. It monitored 
current finances and forecast future revenue.  

 
b) Once Finance Committee recommendations were adopted by the Council, finance officers 

confirmed indicative allocations for the next financial year. For expediency, the indicative 
allocation was apportioned according to the asset value in each Ward. It was asset management 
inclusive of Councillors, within revenue capacity and not Ward accounting.   

 
c) Budget preparation proceeded thorough individual consultation with Ward Councillors.  

 
Inevitably the “wish list” was beyond financial capacity however high cost maintenance sites were 
known from records, there was an indicative budget and the Ward Councillor was conversant 
with community views. Always some projects presented as obligatory and others as excessive; 
but many were of similar merit. Sites were inspected as necessary to determine preferences for 
expenditure of the indicative budget. 
 

d) The Ward preferences were consolidated for a draft annual programme and recommendations 
presented to the Works Committee. All considerations were disclosed, albeit including a zero 
budget recommendation. It was for the Works Committee to debate, accept or vary the 
recommendations to be presented for adoption by the Council. 
 
The development of 5 and 10 year programs was a simple extension of the annual program. 
 

e) Once adopted it was simply a case of scheduling the annual program, empowering the workforce, 
which didn’t deviate from the schedule and effectively delivering the annual programme on time, 
within overall budget and with true financial records.  

 
Perhaps it’s ironic that these methods, which afforded quality financial records, transparency and 
empowerment of the Council and the community were being practiced over 30 years ago. It was prior to 
and would comply with sections 1.3 and 3.18 of the Local Government Act 1995. 
 
 



“Inward Looking” – The Council is not in Control.  
 
Bureaucratic, Demands Additional Revenue.  
 
Notwithstanding the Local Government Act 1995 upon my arrival none of the three (3) local governments 
at which I worked from 1996 onwards had either the financial records systems, or the robust committee 
system that I had experienced working so effectively. 
 
Itt seemed at times there was a tendency to “distribute funds like a handful of rice” and keep “everybody 
a little bit happy;” but it doesn’t work? 

 
When introduced at the first of those municipalities by working closely with finance officers, the auditor 
noted that the financial methods should be mandatory (perhaps they were; I don’t know)?  
 
Instead:  

a) At the largest of those local governments the revenue shortfall predicted for future asset 
preservation using very inaccurate data, caused unjustifiable alarm for Councillors?  
 

b) At another a CEO fervent about pursuing private works informed the Council that a profit was 
being made, yet staff overheads, administration and plant depreciation were not charged? The 
CEO asserted that this was unnecessary as “these costs had already been met by the Council”?  
 

c) Officers were usually not adept with distinguishing between the purpose of the general ledger 
and the job ledger; yet could decide that detailed job ledger records were unnecessary? 

 
d) Various officers responsible for the veracity of financial records: 

 
i. Entered payroll only and chose that plant operation and stock data were unnecessary? 
ii. Explained the moving of expenditure among projects as “Bringing jobs out on budget”?  
iii. Chose to ignore outside employee timecards for 3 years, before attempting to action a 

suitable financial records system? The outside employees were doing the right thing. 
 

Clearly this was occurring prior to the Local Government Act 1995; just not in my experience. 
 
Is it not a fundamental difference between local government and the private sector that: 

 
a) Local government is ratepayer and taxpayer funded with a duty to maximise benefit to the 

community and sustain specific services with limited funds over a fixed period?    
 

b) The private sector seeks opportunities to profit? Given the chance to exploit public revenue and 
provide services that are superfluous; then why wouldn’t the private sector do so? 
 
Statutory compliance, the financial welfare and the efficiency of a local government are not a 
private sector responsibility; that responsibility rests with the State and local governments? 
 

Is WALGA not a powerful Independent entity, which has formidable corporate partners, associates, 
sponsors and preferred suppliers with a vested interest who will understand the value of the status quo? 
Are funds lobbied by WALGA benefitting those powerful corporate entities at the expense of expertise 
and employment in local government while small communities in particular face an increased reliance on 
volunteers to maintain basic services?  



Why did asset management replace best practice management? 
 

a) Did it become more important to “count potholes” than to “fix potholes”?  
b) Did things become more important than people?  
c) Did bureaucracy become more important than productivity? 
d) Did it resolve local government’s known management and administration deficiencies? 

 
Why did investing in governance become too expensive? 
 

a) Are Councillors not mostly volunteers? Are they not competent if comprehensively informed? 
b) Collectively is there not diverse knowledge, that makes a Council very proficient at representing 

residents and managing finances for the communities best interest?   
c) Do officers and consultants really know best? 

 
Why is there an increasing reliance on volunteers, to sustain local government services? Community 
Resource Centres? Libraries? Parks?  
 
Has local government indulged bureaucracy firstly at the expense of quality governance and then at the 
expense of employment applied to service delivery? 
 
Volunteers are a resource to be valued that enhances communities, but volunteers are not a resource to 
be misused and sustain indulgence? 
 
Are ratepayers, taxpayers and society generally paying a premium price for lesser services?  
 
Voluntary amalgamations may eventuate but the ability of a Council and a community to make that 
determination is dependent upon the quality and veracity of its information? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TERM OF REFERENCE 2(F): 
 
ANY OTHER RELATED MATTERS THE SELECT COMMITTEE IDENTIFIES AS WORTHY OF 
EXAMINATION AND REPORT. 
 
INSTITUTIONALISED BULLYING. 
 

a) Bullying is an ongoing misuse of power in relationships through social behaviour that 
causes physical and / or psychological harm.  

b) Workplace bullying is commonly intended to drive those targeted from the workplace. 
c) Peers are reported to be present as onlookers in 87% of bullying interactions and play a 

central role in the bullying process. 
d) Consequences may include career loss, relationship and family breakdown, 

psychological damage and suicide. 
 
Please consider that the misuse of power is prevalent in local government and that the scale of covert 
bullying and “mobbing” is especially disturbing. It has persisted through decades and: 
 

a) Has been disregarded, dismissed, enabled and normalised? 
b) Has been exploited by commercial entities with a vested interest? 
c) Every local government is susceptible.  

 
Is it plausible that: 
 

a) Every CEO is competent, professional, principled and beyond censure and will not misuse the 
power of the position; especially if threatened? 
 

b) Bullying is solely a province of the lower ranks and resolved by facilitators who “train” those 
employees?   

 
Does a local government CEO not have a statutory duty to ensure a safe workplace where every 
employee and indeed every Councillor, is free from abuse and receives fair, equitable treatment? 
  
What of a CEO who disregards job descriptions and contracts of employment and prefers the functions 
of a subordinate position?  Who becomes responsible for the CEO?  
 
In good faith a subordinate officer, is duty bound to support a CEO and accept responsibility for functions 
delegated by a CEO but that officer doesn’t have the authority to enforce the functions of a CEO. That 
officer by default, however becomes answerable for the CEO.  
 
Even WorkSafe does not intervene until all other avenues are exhausted. What are those avenues? 
When are they exhausted? Does that policy exempt WorkSafe from its duty? 
 
The implications from an employer abandoning best practice management and neglecting its 
Occupational Health and Safety duty of care obligations are serious. 
 
That powerful independent private entities would be complicit and thwart the right to procedural fairness 
of any employee, with the intent of avoiding liability and forcing a challenge to civil action, is unthinkable.      
 



The social and economic costs of workplace bullying are well documented. When bullying is overlooked, 
dismissed, minimalised or even actively perpetrated by the employer, the damage is compounded. When 
attempts to seek help and support to address workplace bullying fall on deaf ears the consequences are 
further magnified. 
 
Many employees, families and communities have sustained irrevocable and unnecessary consequences, 
I appeal most sincerely to the Committee that the prolonged, amoral protection of malpractice and 
repression is no longer excused. 
 
Amending the Local Government Act 1995 to clearly distinguish and align the powers the functions and 
the responsibilities of a Chief Executive Officer is fundamental.  
 
 
 
 
 




